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EXT. CITY - DAY

Buses, taxi’s and cars, all with eyes and mouths. Each 
different, smile away on their morning commute. They greet 
each other as they drive past one another. 

RED CAR 
Morning. 

PURPLE CAR
Morning. 

A cute orange car GARY joins the commuters, who get excited 
when they see him. 

ALL CARS
Gary! 

GARY
Hi everyone. Have a great day!

An erratic silver car weaves in and out of the traffic. 

SILVER CAR
Excuse me! Coming through. 

CHIEF PARKER. Ploddy old police car with a moustache and 
glasses, warns the silver car.

CHIEF PARKER
Slow down! 

SILVER CAR
Sorry Chief Parker. 

Hidden amongst the commuters are the SUPER CAR CREW. Who 
blend in with the other cars. We follow each cars journey to 
their owners place of work. 

NITRO - A yellow sports car, overtakes several vehicles, 
showing off his super speed. Next up weaving in and out of 
the traffic is PHOENIX FLYER. A black pick up truck with the 
ability to fly. 

PHOENIX FLYER 
Hey guys, got to fly! 

Phoenix flyer speeds off. Next up LECTRO, green electric car. 
Drives alongside TOYA, pink smart car. They stop at some 
traffic lights.

TOYA
Oh, hi Lectro. I didn’t hear you 
pull up. 
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LECTRO
The joys of having an electric 
engine. 

The traffic light turns green.

LECTRO (CONT'D)
Oh, that’s us. How long until you 
get to the salon? 

TOYA 
According to my calculations. At 
this speed, we should get to our 
destination in approximately seven 
minutes. 

Toya and Lectro turn and head in different directions. 

LECTRO
See you later Toya! 

Off road, RED ROVER. A red four by four jeep, makes his big 
entrance, as he crashes through some bushes. 

RED ROVER
Watch out! Red Rover coming 
through.

Red Rover pulls up onto a farm. 

EXT. FARM - DAY

Stepping out of the vehicle, a farmer, who we see from the 
waist down. Red Rover remains perfectly still. A sheep makes 
his way over to red rover. 

SHEEP 
Baaaaaaaaa! 

Red Rover mumbles to Steven the sheep.  

RED ROVER
Not now Steven! 

SHEEP 
Baaaaaaaaaa! 

With no humans in sight, Red rover turns to Steven. 

RED ROVER
Oh, hey Steven. 
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SHEEP
(happy)

Baaaaaaaaa!

RED ROVER
Am I ready for another game of hide 
and sheep?

SHEEP
Baaaaaaaaa!

RED ROVER
Go on then! Find yourself a hiding 
spot and I’ll come and find you. 

Steven the sheep skips off happy looking for a hiding spot. 

EXT. SALON - DAY

Toya pulls up outside a building that has the words “SALON” 
above it’s door. Her owner steps out the vehicle, once again 
we only see the owner from the waist down. 

A lilac car turns to Toya. 

LILAC CAR
Toya, there’s something different 
about you today? 

TOYA
Well, I had my M.O.T over the 
weekend. 

LILAC CAR
(confused)

An M.O.T? 

TOYA
Make over treatment. 

LILAC CAR
Oh, tell me more. 

As Toya is about to explain we cut to Lectro pulling up into 
a car park with a special parking bay. 

EXT. CAR PARK - DAY

His owner steps out and attaches a charging cable to him. 

LECTRO
(relaxed)

Ahhhhh. 
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Lectro begins charging. 

EXT. CONSTRUCTION SITE - DAY

Next up we see Phoenix flyer arriving at a construction site. 
His owner parks opposite a cement mixer named DAVE. His owner 
steps out carrying a hard hat. Phoenix flyer remains 
motionless until his owner is out of sight. 

DAVE 
The coast is clear. 

PHOENIX FLYER
Morning Dave. How are you feeling 
today?

Dave the cement mixer continues mixing the cement.

DAVE
Oh you know, the usual. Dizzy! 

They both chuckle at Dave’s comment. 

INT. UNDERGROUND CAR PARK - DAY

Finally we head to an underground Car park where NITRO 
reverses into an empty bay. His owner steps out the car as 
all the cars remain perfectly still.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Ever wondered what your cars get up 
to. When you leave them unattended 
for the day.

NITRO
And he’s gone. 

Nitro turns to a white car next to him. 

NITRO (CONT'D)
How was your weekend? 

WHITE CAR
It was great! We went to the beach. 
I think I still have sand on my 
tyres. What about you Nitro? What 
did you get up to? 

NITRO
You know, this and that. 

WHITE CAR 
Do you wanna play a game.
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NITRO
Sure. 

WHITE CAR
Let’s play the sitting in silence 
game. 

NITRO
Okay.

Nitro and the white car sit in silence, Nitro blinks, trying 
not to talk, until he can’t hold in his silence anymore. 

NITRO (CONT'D)
How longs it been?

WHITE CAR
Thirty seconds. 

NITRO
Woo hoo! That’s a new record. 

WHITE CAR 
Hopefully one day you’ll get to a 
whole minute. 

NITRO
I hope so.

WHITE CAR
I wonder if anything interesting 
will happen today?

NITRO
Probably not. 

WHITE CAR
Do you wanna play another game? 

NITRO
Which game?

WHITE CAR
Eye spy.

NITRO
Okay, I’ll start. I spy with my 
little eye something beginning 
with.

Nitro looks around the dull looking car park. 

NITRO (CONT'D)
P. 
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WHITE CAR
P?

NITRO
Yep. 

WHITE CAR
Erm.. 

The white car looks around puzzled as Nitro awaits an answer. 
Suddenly Nitro’s car radio begins tuning in by itself, to an 
unknown frequency.

RADIO VOICE OVER (V.O.)
Come in Super car crew. Report to 
Crew HQ. 

With his super speed, Nitro high tails out of the underground 
car park so fast, the white car doesn’t even notice as he 
continues looking for something beginning with P. 

WHITE CAR
A penguin? Nope, there’s Penguins 
here. 

The white car continues looking around the car park. 

WHITE CAR (CONT'D)
Paraglider? Nope not a paraglider.

EXT. CAR PARK - DAY

While charging Lectro’s eyes remain shut. 

RADIO VOICE OVER (V.O.)
Come in Super car crew. Report to 
Crew HQ.

Lectro’s eyes widen. He high tails out of the car park with a 
full charge. 

EXT. SALON - DAY

Toya’s chat with the lilac car is interrupted by her radio. 

TOYA
And they finished off with these 
fabulous eye lashes. 

RADIO VOICE OVER (V.O.)
Come in Super car crew. Report to 
Crew HQ.
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TOYA
Oh, I’ve got to go.

LILAC CAR
Go? But you just got here. 

TOYA
Yeah, I need to erm.. 

The lilac car looks confused. 

TOYA (CONT'D)
Finish my make over. New tyres. You 
know how us ladies like our new 
treads. 

She races off leaving the lilac car looking confused. 

EXT. FARM - DAY

As Red rover searches for Steven the sheep. His radio alerts 
him. 

RADIO VOICE OVER (V.O.)
Come in Super car crew. Report to 
Crew HQ.

RED ROVER
Red rover on the way. 

As Red rover races out of the farm. We see Steven the sheep 
hiding on the barn roof. 

SHEEP 
Baaaaaaa!

INT. CREW HQ - DAY

In a secret underground location. Five parking bays, each 
displaying the Super car crew’s logo’s await each member. 
Opposite the bays, a giant LED screen with matrix style 
coding. Nitro arrives and parks up in his bay.

NITRO
Nitro reporting to crew Hq. 

On the LED screen, green lips appears. These lips belong to 
“D.A.D.” Aka Digitally advanced data. 

NITRO (CONT'D)
Hey Dad. 
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D.A.D
Please do not refer to me as Dad. 
Refer to me as Digitally advanced 
data. 

NITRO
But can I call you Dad for short? 

D.A.D
If you must. 

NITRO
Alright!

D.A.D
Where are the rest of the super car 
crew? 

LECTRO
Right here.

Lectro arrives and parks in his bay. Followed by Toya. 

TOYA
Toya reporting to crew hq. 

Then Red rover.

RED ROVER
Me too. 

Followed by the final member Phoenix flyer. 

NITRO
Last again. 

PHOENIX FLYER
If I flew, I would have been here 
first. 

NITRO
I doubt that. 

D.A.D Interrupts. 

D.A.D
Listen up Super car crew. We have a 
toy truck in need of your help. 

LECTRO
Did you say Toy truck?
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D.A.D
That’s right Lectro. The toy truck 
was on route to a local children’s 
hospital. It has been intercepted 
by some strange looking vehicles, 
who are trying to steal the toys of 
the truck. 

TOYA
Pull up secret surveillance. 

Surveillance footage shows the Super villain crew which 
consists of two cars and a motorbike. 

NITRO
It’s the super villain crew. 

HAMMER HAWK, a car with a front end like a hammer and the 
ability to fly, once spreading it’s bird like wings. Moves in 
on the truck. 

ELECTRO (O.S.)
That’s Hammer Hawk. 

STEEL SPIDER, a round steel shaped vehicle, like a spider 
with 8 magnetic metallic legs. 

RED ROVER
Should have known Steel spider 
would have something to do with 
this. 

Steel spider uses it’s magnetic force to attach itself to the 
back of the truck. A motorbike with flaming wheels, FIRE 
TYRE, races along side the truck. 

FIRE TYRE 
Now get those toys. 

BACK TO SCENE

TOYA
Has Chief parker been notified? 

Surveillance footage shows Chief Parker plodding along 
slowly, whilst a snail moves faster than him on the side of 
the road.

PHOENIX FLYER
He will never get there in time. 
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D.A.D
In that case, you’re going to need 
to work together to stop them from 
stealing all those toys. 

NITRO
No problem. Supercar crew, time to 
rescue! 

D.A.D’S Led screen rises up like a garage door, creating an 
opening to the outside world. The Supercar crew fly through 
the opening. 

EXT. CREW HQ - DAY

First up Nitro races through the air.

NITRO
Nitro! 

Next out of the opening is Phoenix Flyer. The back end of the 
truck turns into two wings, it’s wheels turn in as Phoenix 
flyer rises to the air.   

PHOENIX FLYER
Phoenix Flyer! 

Phoenix flyer catches up to Nitro.

PHOENIX FLYER (CONT'D)
You want that race?

NITRO
First one to the Super villain crew 
wins.

PHOENIX FLYER
On your marks. 

NITRO
Get set.

BOTH
Go! 

Phoenix Flyer and Nitro begin racing to find out who’s the 
fastest.

EXT. ROAD - DAY

Whilst racing they pass Chief Parker so fast causing his 
police car to do a 360 spin. 
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CHIEF PARKER
What in the billy bobbies! 

Chief Parker looks around confused. 

EXT. CREW HQ - DAY

Next out the opening is Lectro. His car surrounded by 
electricity similar to the Flash. 

LECTRO
Go Go Go Lectrooooo! 

With his electrical charge, Lectro speeds down the road. Out 
next is Toya. Her dashboard turns into a smart super 
computer. 

TOYA
Toya! 

The final car out of the opening is Red rover. He leaps 
through the air and comes crashing down through a rock. 

RED ROVER
Red rover smash!

Red rover hits the rock with such force, it smashes it into 
tiny pieces. He begins tearing down the road letting out an 
almighty roar.

RED ROVER (CONT'D)
Roarrrrrrrr! 

EXT. ROAD - DAY

The toy truck pleads with the super villain crew.

TOY TRUCK 
Please, these toys are for all the 
children at the hospital. 

HAMMER HAWK
And now they belong to the Super 
villain crew. Ha Ha Ha Haaaaaa!

FIRE TYRE
Yeah! Now we can do this the easy 
way or the hard way. Hand them 
over.

TOY TRUCK
No!
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FIRE TYRE
Well in that case.. Steel spider. 

Steel spider leaps up onto the back of the truck and forces 
the door open. Inside the back of the truck, a big sack of 
toys. 

STEEL SPIDER
That’s a big sack of toys. 

In the distance Nitro and Phoenix emerge neck and neck. 

PHOENIX FLYER
I guess we should call it a draw!

NITRO
There they are! 

Phoenix Flyer soars up into the clouds doing a loop to loop, 
he swoops down next to Nitro, as his wings fold in, 
transforming back into a pick up truck. 

FIRE TYRE
Grab that sack and let’s get out of 
here. 

NITRO (O.S.)
Hold it right there Fire tyre.

FIRE TYRE
Oh no! The super car crew. 

The super car crew all arrive behind Nitro. 

TOYA
Those toys don’t belong to you. 

HAMMER HAWK
Says who?

SUPER CAR CREW
The super car crew. 

STEEL SPIDER
I’ve got a little surprise for you. 
Super car crew. 

LECTRO
Oh I love surprises. 

Steel spider initiates a giant steel web cage. Trapping the 
super car crew inside it. 
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PHOENIX FLYER
Oh no, we’re trapped.

RED ROVER
Red rover smash!

Red rover rams into the steel web cage, causing his car to 
bounce of it. 

NITRO
The steel, it’s too strong. There’s 
no way we can smash our way out. 

HAMMER HAWK
Great work Steel spider. Now grab 
the toys and let’s get out of here.

LECTRO
There must be a way out of this 
cage? 

TOYA
According to my super computer, 
steel can melt at a temperature 
between 2500 to 2800 Fahrenheit. 
The only way out of here is to melt 
the steel. 

Lectro moves forward.

LECTRO
It’s okay team. I’ve got this. 

They move back as Lectro begins revving. 

PHOENIX FLYER
Be careful Lectro. 

LECTRO
Go Go Lectrooooooooooo! 

Lectro begins generating electricity, a huge current begins 
forming around him, he drives into the cage, passing the 
electricity onto the steel bars, causing them to melt, giving 
the crew an opening to escape. 

PHOENIX FLYER
Wait a go Lectro.

RED ROVER
Red rover smash! 

This time Red rover hits the melted steel and smashes right 
through it, causing it to disintegrate to the ground. 
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FIRE TYRE
No! That’s impossible.

STEEL SPIDER
No one escapes the steel web. 

Steel Spider grabs the sack of toys.

TOYA
Steel spider, he’s got the toys.

STEEL SPIDER
Let’s get out of here.

Hammer hawk and Fire tyre race alongside Steel spider.

NITRO
Quick, after them. 

Steel spider activates running mode. His steel legs crash 
into the ground as he tries making a get away with the sack 
of toys and the rest of the super villain crew. 

NITRO (CONT'D)
Initiate super speed. 

Nitro wheel spins as a cloud of smoke is created around his 
tyres. He speeds off in pursuit of the super villain crew. 
The super car crew follow.

LECTRO
I’ll create a road block. 

Using his super electric charge, Lectro takes out a street 
sign, it falls to the ground. Narrowly missing the super 
villain crew. 

STEEL SPIDER
Ha, you missed! 

Red rover bashes into Steel spider, the sack of toys fly high 
up into the air as Steel spider rolls down the road, before 
stabilizing himself. The sack of toys fly over the bridge and 
begin free falling to the water below.

TOYA
The toys. 

RED ROVER
We can’t let them fall into the 
water, they will be ruined.  
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LECTRO
And the children at the hospital 
wont get any new toys. 

HAMMER HAWK
In that case, I’ll make sure they 
fall into the water.

Hammer hawk spreads it’s wings. He flies down toward the 
falling sack of toys. 

HAMMER HAWK (CONT'D)
Into the water they go. 

Suddenly Phoenix flyer scoops up the sack just as the sack’s 
about to hit the water. 

PHOENIX FLYER
Not today! 

Phoenix flyer glides through the air with the sack of toys. 

NITRO
Wait a go Phoenix flyer. 

FIRE TYRE
Nooo! How dare you ruin our plan. 

NITRO
Some great plan. Stealing toys from 
children. 

TOYA
Yeah, that’s not nice! 

HAMMER HAWK
Next time we will get away with it.

RED ROVER
There isn’t going to be a next 
time. 

FIRE TYRE
That’s what you think? 

Fire tyre does several donuts, his flaming wheels create a 
fire, enough to escape from the super car crew. 

LECTRO
They’re getting away. 

TOYA
Release monoammonium phosphate. 
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The front of Toya’s car turns into a fire extinguisher. 
Allowing her to put out the fire. 

PHOENIX FLYER
They got away. 

NITRO
At least we were able to stop them 
from stealing the toys.

TOYA
You’re right. Now lets get those 
toys to the children at the 
hospital. 

They Super car crew drive off, whilst Phoenix flyer flies 
next to them with the sack of toys. As they fade into the 
distance, Chief Parker arrives on the scene.

CHIEF PARKER
Hello? Anybody?

Chief Parker plods along. 

CHIEF PARKER (CONT'D)
I had a report of some stolen toys. 
Although with my hearing it could 
have been Cowboys or alloys.

Chief Parker looks on confused.

CHIEF PARKER (CONT'D)
Oh, I don’t know. 

INT. SECRET VILLAIN LAIRE - DAY

Hammer Hawk, Fire Tyre and Steel spider gather in their 
secret underground laire. 

HAMMER HAWK
The super car crew will pay. 

FIRE TYRE
They out numbered us! 

STEEL SPIDER
Maybe it’s time we did some 
recruiting. 

ALL 
Muahahaha! 
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EXT. HOSPITAL - DAY

The toy truck is parked outside a building, it big sign on 
the building indicates it’s the hospital. The super car crew 
approach the toy truck. 

TOY TRUCK
Thanks to you super car crew. 
You’ve made a lot of children super 
happy. 

NITRO
Anytime a vehicle is in need. You 
can call...

ALL
The super car crew! 

They exit the hospital in celebration as the toy truck 
remains with a big smile. They begin making their way back to 
their original destinations. We see each car pull up.

EXT. CONSTRUCTION SITE - DAY 

Phoenix Flyer arrives back at the construction site 
unnoticed. We turn our attention to Dave, who is singing 
whilst mixing cement.

DAVE
You spin me right round baby. Right 
round, like a cement mixer... 

EXT. CAR PARK - DAY

Next to arrive is Lectro. Who pulls into the special charging 
bay. And takes a well earned rest. 

EXT. SALON - DAY

Toya arrives in the salon car park. 

LILAC CAR
Hey, did you get your new treads?

TOYA
You know it’s funny, they didn’t 
have my size.

EXT. FARM - DAY

Red Rover arrives onto the farm. He heads towards the barn 
and spots Steven the sheep on the roof.
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RED ROVER
There you are! 

SHEEP
Baaaaaaa!

INT. UNDERGROUND CAR PARK - DAY

Nitro enters the car park with super speed, he parks up next 
to the white car, who is still playing eye spy.

WHITE CAR
Something beginning with P? Erm... 
Piano? 

NITRO
Nope. It was Pillar. 

WHITE CAR
Oh. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Join us next time for more 
adventures from the super car crew. 
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